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Abstract
The environment is an important pillar for all life, including human life. However, today’s environmental problems cannot be separated from human activities. It is necessary to have environmental problem-solving skills in students. This study aimed to analyze the environmental problem-solving ability of students in Class XI Social Science at State Senior High School 17 West Jakarta. The research method used is descriptive quantitative. This study used a sample of 27 students. The sampling technique used is simple random sampling. Research results showed that the ability to solve environmental problems for class XI Social Science at State Senior High School 17 West Jakarta was classified as high (71.22%). The results of the indicator research are as follows: defining the problem using test questions at 30.19% and questionnaire results at 31.02%, identifying problems using test questions at 25.19% and questionnaire results at 21.27%, formulating various alternative solutions using test questions at 23.52% and questionnaire results of 25.19%, and determining the best solution using test questions of 21.10% and questionnaire results of 22.52%. The highest score is found on the indicator defining the problem, and the lowest score on determining the best solution. This finding implies that there is a tendency for students to understand, identify and formulate solutions to environmental problems.
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INTRODUCTION
Humans are part of the living environment that benefits and preserves. The atmosphere is not only seen as a resource to be exploited. But as a living place that requires compatibility between humans and their environment. Humans and their environment have a reciprocal relationship. Humans affect their environment, while humans are affected by their environment (Azrai, 2017).

The environment is an important pillar for all life, including human life. The atmosphere is a link between biotic components and abiotic components (Badoni, 2017). Humans and the environment are essentially two interdependent things. Humans utilize various sources of life from the environment, while environmental sustainability depends on human actions in treating the environment (Wijaya, 2021). The relationship between humans and the environment occurs in three phases. The first phase, humans in nature, is one with the characteristics of humans who depend on the environment. Then the second phase is called humans against nature, where humans have been able to develop science and technology so that they are less dependent on the environment. In this phase, humans start destroying the environment. The third phase is called human and nature, where humans begin to realize that environmental damage causes harm to humans themselves, so efforts to
improve the environment begin to emerge (Sigit, 2017).

Human growth is increasing. This also increases the need for clothing, food, shelter, etc. This need is obtained through the exploitation of natural resources so that the fulfillment process directly or indirectly creates environmental pollution problems. The population of Jakarta has increased every year in terms of numbers. This increase was mainly due to the high birth rate and population migration from villages to cities, known as urbanization. Based on the results of the population census, which is held every ten years, the town of Bandung continues to increase, reaching 10.61 million people in 2021. This number has increased by 0.45% compared to the previous year, which amounted to 10.56 million people (Central Bureau of Statistics, 2021).

The city of Jakarta is the capital of Indonesia. The city is known as the center of government, economy, and industry with many international companies, and this causes the city of Jakarta to be inseparable from environmental problems. These problems give rise to industrial, household, health, and other waste pollution (Jakarta City Environmental Agency, 2015).

Based on the conditions, the natural environment has biodiversity characteristics with more complex functions, while the built or artificial environment has relatively more limited functions and biodiversity. In addition, converting agricultural land in urban areas into residential or residential areas is evidence that human needs for housing are increasing (Tursilowati, 2005). Another problem that indicates decreased environmental quality is related to air pollution. The main sources of air pollution are industrial activities and motor vehicle fumes (Pitman, 2016).

In addition, water pollution has disrupted the function and role of the Ciliwung River as a source of clean water for the people of Jakarta. The breakdown is caused by changes in land use in the upstream, middle, and even downstream areas of the Ciliwung River watershed. Besides, people's habits, such as disposing of garbage in the wrong place and household waste directly into the river, also trigger river pollution. Other problems in the city of Jakarta include the problem of lack of clean water, waste problems, narrow green open spaces, slum areas, traffic jams, and other social issues. For this reason, a solution is needed to overcome environmental pollution (Lagonayaki, 2014).

Education is a solution to forming responsible and environmentally caring human beings (Saito, 2013). Education introduces students to important issues in people's lives currently, both in social and environmental energy, so students are also moved to solving these problems. This is based on Yarmayani's explanation (2016) that education must introduce students to important issues faced by humanity, while at the same time, it must be able to provide solutions to these humanitarian problems so that students have an awareness of their true nature, namely who, to what and how.

Education aims to form students who can understand environmental problems and seek to be directly involved in efforts to solve local and global issues. Education that can support future development is education that can develop students' potential so that students can solve and provide the best solutions to the problems of life they face. Likewise, the learning process has the goal of guiding students to be able to adapt, can think creatively and critically, and scientifically the ability to solve a problem that occurs in the surrounding environment, and this ability can be developed in geography education and learning (Hariyadi, 2019).

In geography lessons, various concepts are studied, including environmental pollution. Environmental pollution is closely related to natural phenomena and symptoms. Learning about ecological pollution requires different geographic abilities, one of which is solving problems. Geographic problem-solving
ability is a process of eliminating differences or discrepancies that occur between the results obtained and the desired results. One part of the problem-solving process is deciding the best solution from several available alternatives. Inappropriate decision-making will affect the quality of the results of the problem-solving carried out.

The ability to solve problems is seen as necessary for students to have. These abilities can help students make the right decisions, be careful, systematic, logical, and consider various points of view. Conversely, lacking these abilities results in students carrying out multiple activities without knowing the purpose and reasons (Widiawati, 2016).

The ability to solve environmental problems is a process of students understanding issues, planning, and acting as a solution to problem-solving (Sumartini, 2016). Problem-solving skills are very important to develop because students are the next generation who will maintain the sustainability of environmental functions in the future. Problem-solving abilities can be developed supported by adequate environmental literacy (Azrai, 2017).

Students who can solve environmental problems are expected to play an active role in environmental sustainability both in the school environment and the social environment; actions that care about the climate impact the surrounding environment and have a global impact. Based on the description of the theory put forward, finally, the substance of the ability to solve environmental problems is a person's capacity in the thought process and finding solutions to environmental issues. Problem-solving skills include higher-order thinking, which is necessary for helping students, especially at the upper secondary level, make accurate, careful, systematic, logical decisions and consider various viewpoints (Supandi, 2016).

Based on the description of the background of the problems that have been described, this research study seeks to analyze the ability of students to solve environmental issues, with the title "Analysis of the environmental problem-solving ability of students in Class XI Social Science at State Senior High School 17 West Jakarta".

RESEARCH METHODS

This research was conducted at State Senior High School 17 West Jakarta. The method used in this research is a quantitative descriptive method. The population of this study was 108 students of class XI Social Science. The sampling technique used is simple random sampling. Samples were taken from as much as 25% of the population of 27 students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Sampling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>XI Social Science1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>XI Social Science2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>XI Social Science2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>108</strong></td>
<td><strong>27</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Primary Data (2022)

Data collection techniques using questions and questionnaires. The indicators for measuring the ability to solve environmental problems can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2. Indicators of Environmental Problem-Solving Ability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem-Solving Ability Indicator</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Define the problem</td>
<td>Formulate problems from certain events that contain conflict issues, so students understand what problems will be studied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying problems</td>
<td>Collect and compile the necessary information, determine the characteristics, and explain the cause-and-effect relationship of a statement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulate various alternative solutions.</td>
<td>It is finding alternative solutions to one of a problem that will encourage someone to express and argue about the best possibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine the best solution</td>
<td>Decision-making about which strategy can be implemented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Data were analyzed using descriptive statistics, namely calculating percentages. The percentage score can be calculated using the following calculation formula:

$$\%\text{Skor} = \frac{\text{total score obtained}}{\text{maximal total score}} \times 100\%$$

Calculations from the results of the data above will produce numbers in the form of a percent (%). Then classified with a score in the form of a percentage. Then categorized with qualitative sentences as follows:

Table 3. Solving Ability Value Interval Student Problems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval value</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81-100</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-80</td>
<td>Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-60</td>
<td>Currently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-40</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ansori (2020).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ability to solve environmental problems in students that will be studied in this study includes defining problems, identifying problems, formulating various alternative solutions, and determining the best solutions. Data analysis of problem-solving abilities with test instruments was obtained using questions with a score range of 0-3. The data on the results of the frequency distribution of students are presented in Table 4 below.

Table 4. Results of Student Test Instrument Frequency Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval value</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81-100</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-80</td>
<td>Height</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>51.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-60</td>
<td>Currently</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Primary Data (2022).
Table 4, obtained from 27 respondents, shows that the highest score for environmental problem-solving ability is 95, and the lowest is 57. Based on calculations, seven respondents are in the 81-100 class range (25.93%) and 61-80 class range, namely as many as 14 respondents (51.85%). In the range of 41-60, as many as six respondents (22.22%). In this test instrument, the average value of the accumulated results of all students' scores was 71.22, classified in the High category.

The results in the table above can be translated back based on the four indicators of problem-solving ability so that the results in the following diagram are obtained:

Table 5. Indicators Problem-Solving Ability Test Instrument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Define the problem</td>
<td>30.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying problems</td>
<td>25.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulate various alternative solutions</td>
<td>23.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine the best solution.</td>
<td>21.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Primary Data (2022)

When viewed from the four aspects used as indicators in the test instrument for the ability to solve environmental pollution problems, namely defining the problem (indicator 1), identifying the problem (indicator 2), formulating various alternative solutions (indicator 3), and determining the best solution (indicator 4), then you will see the percentage difference in the average score of students as many as 27 respondents. The aspect most mastered by students is defining the problem at 30.19%, while the lowest part is determining the best solution at 21.10%.

Data from the analysis of students' problem-solving abilities with non-test instruments in the form of a questionnaire consisting of 20 statements with four possible answers, namely strongly disagree (SDA), disagree (DA), agree (A), and strongly agree (SA). The frequency distribution data of the questionnaire sheet can be presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Results of Student Questionnaire Instrument Frequency Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval value</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81-100</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-80</td>
<td>Height</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>51.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-60</td>
<td>Currently</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Primary Data (2022)

Table 6 shows ten students who got very high criteria with a percentage of 37.03%, 14 who got high bars with a ratio of 51.85%, and three who got medium standards with a rate of 11.11%.

Based on the data in Table 6, it can be said that all students can understand each problem-solving indicator and can be translated back based on the four problem-solving ability indicators.
The table above shows four indicators of problem-solving abilities with non-tests, each average scoring students' level of understanding. The indicator for defining the problem gets a score of 31.02%, identifying the situation receives a score of 31.02%, formulating various alternative solutions is 25.19%, and determining the best answer is 22.52%. A comparison of the gain between test instruments and non-test instruments in this study can be seen in Table 8.

Table 8 shows students' problem-solving abilities based on test and non-test instruments' results. A balanced gain is obtained by the indicators defining the problem. The results of the test instrument and the non-test indicator indicators of planning obtained a high percentage of 30.19% for the question instrument and 31.02% for the non-test tool.

The ability to solve environmental problems is the ability of students to solve problems gradually. Problem-solving ability has four indicators that can be used to analyze the problem-solving skills of State Senior High School 17 West Jakarta students: defining problems, identifying problems, formulating various alternative solutions, and determining the best solutions.

The results that have been obtained indicate that the average value of students' problem-solving abilities is included in the high criteria. Overall, students can develop their thinking to solve the problems listed in the questions. However, if analyzed for each indicator, the indicator determining the best solution has the lowest percentage. This is not in line with the results on the questionnaire sheet. The results of obtaining student questionnaire sheets show that students can understand statements. This can be seen in the acquisition of the average value, which shows that the questionnaire instrument has increased in filling out. Four indicators of problem-solving abilities can help students complete challenges. Problem-solving skills are useful when solving complex and multidimensional challenges that can be developed in active learning that involves students (Handayani, 2016).

This situation can occur because students feel that answering questions follows the statements on the questionnaire sheet, which contains steps to work on the questions. However, when working on test questions, students did not do it according to the statements on the questionnaire.
If students find it difficult to understand the test questions, it is more difficult for them to comment in describing the steps they are taking clearly and completely. This makes the percentage in the question instrument lower than the questionnaire sheet instrument (Fan, 2021).

The indicator defines the problem of obtaining high results because, in determining the problem, students already understand the situation. This is in line with the opinion of Khoiriyah (2018) that the ability to understand issues is the first step for students in solving problems; to recognize problems, students must have a strong foundation about the situation. In solving problems with Polya, students can understand the problem but use language that resembles the problem (Marwazi, 2019). This ability is the first step for students in working on problem-solving questions. Students who experience mistakes in analyzing questions will have difficulty solving problems. The results shown on this indicator in the questions are in line with the results in the questionnaire. Mechanisms are interrelated between the question instrument and the questionnaire—students when working on questions according to the statements on the questionnaire sheet.

Indicators identify the problem. This step emphasizes the success of obtaining an understanding of the problem. This step involves deepening the problem, sorting out facts, determining relationships between attributes, and formulating problem questions. Every written problem, even the easiest one, must be read several times, and the information in the problem must be studied carefully. Usually, students must restate the problem in their language.

The indicator of formulating the best solution obtains maximum results, and this step is the next stage after students can analyze the problem. This is because students can find and plan solutions, and problem issues are also related to students’ daily problems so that students have obtained an overview in finding solutions. Along and in tune with Anwar (2013), students can discover and plan solutions or ways to solve problems in questions if students are directed to see a problem in questions and with real conditions and do not rely on memory. A questionnaire filled in by students also supports the analysis results on the indicators for planning. The results on this indicator are the highest percentage, which aligns with the effects on the question instrument. This means that students are very confident in the answers, understand the intent of the questions, and can formulate appropriate alternative solutions.

CONCLUSION

Based on the study results, it can be concluded that the ability to solve environmental problems in Class XI Social Sciences Senior High School 17 West Jakarta is included in the high category (71.22%). With indicators defining the situation gets the highest score and determines the best solution receives the lowest score.
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